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Abstract
This paper investigates the problem of task assignment and trajectory generation for the installation of bird diverters with a fleet of multirotors leveraging on Signal Temporal Logic (STL) specifications. We extend our
previous motion planner to compute feasible and constrained trajectories, taking into account payload capacity limitations and recharging constraints. The proposed planner ensures the continuity of the operation, while
guaranteeing compliance with safety requirements and mission fulfillment. Additionally, an event-based replanning strategy is proposed to react to unforeseen failures. An energy minimization term is also considered to
implicitly save multirotor flight time during installation operations. Numerical simulations in MATLAB, Gazebo,
and field experiments demonstrate the performance of the approach and its validity in mock-up scenarios.
Keywords: Multi-Robot Systems, Aerial Systems: Applications, Task and Motion Planning, Optimization and Optimal Control

1 Introduction
Power lines are among the most important civil infrastructure in any country. Over thousands of kilometers, they supply energy to millions of people. In
order to minimize power outages and improve network reliability, electricity supply companies invest
considerable resources in inspection and maintenance
operations. Given the high risk of bird collisions [1],
a key activity is the installation of bird diverters on
top of power lines (see Figure 1) in order to increase their visibility [2]. This task is typically carried
out by manned helicopters and experienced crews
with the following associated drawbacks: (i) it is a
1

time-consuming task, as power lines are usually at locations of difficult access; and (ii) it is dangerous, as
installation is performed at height on active lines.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are a promising solution to automate this task [3, 4], as they
can support continuous operation covering long-range
distances. Furthermore, they can be equipped with
lightweight manipulation devices to support installation operations autonomously [3, 5–7]. Due to their
limited battery and payload capacity, the use of a team
with multiple UAVs is of great interest as it could
speed up the process and cover large-scale scenarios.
However, this problem is challenging from a planning
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Figure 1: An example of bird diverters installed on a
medium voltage power line infrastructure.
perspective; operations to recharge batteries or diverters need to be scheduled, safe trajectories without
collisions are needed, vehicle dynamics and energy
consumption models should be considered, among
other concerns.
Therefore, advanced task and motion planning
techniques are needed to enable the installation of
bird diverters with multi-UAV teams, meeting critical safety requirements while ensuring compliance of
the mission objectives. Temporal Logic (TL) can serve
this purpose by providing a mathematical framework
for expressing complex specifications, which combine natural language commands with temporal and
Boolean operators [8]. In particular, Signal Temporal Logic (STL) [9] is endowed with a metric called
robustness, which allows one to not only to assess
whether the system execution meets the requirements,
but also to provide a measure of how well these requirements have been met. This results in an optimization problem aimed at maximizing this robustness
score, providing the best feasible trajectory for the
system while meeting the desired specifications.
This paper proposes a multi-UAV motion planner
leveraging on STL specifications for installing bird diverters in power lines. The mission requirements are
encoded as an STL formula, whose robustness is maximized by setting up a nonlinear non-convex max-min
optimization problem. In order to tackle the complexity of this nonlinear optimization, a hierarchical approach is implemented, first solving a Mixed-Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) problem and then feeding the final STL optimizer.

1.1 Related work
This paper addresses a complex multi-UAV motion problem, where compliance with vehicle dynamics, collision avoidance, limited mission time,
and payload capacity must be taken into account.

Sampling-based planners [10], such as the wellknown Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) and its
multiple variants, can compute collision-free trajectories in high-dimensional configuration spaces in reasonable time. There are also extensions that minimize
energy consumption and deal with vehicle dynamics constraints [11, 12], although convergence has not
been proven. However, RRT-based methods do not natively cope with payload capacity restrictions and face
difficulties addressing complex nonlinear problems or
multi-robot settings. In order to achieve real-time performance, motion primitives have also been explored
for UAV optimal trajectory planning [13, 14].
In case the application requires visiting several locations to complete the mission, optimization approaches based on the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) formulation have been proposed [15].
Since VRP variants are NP-hard combinatorial problems, many works sacrifice optimality by proposing
heuristic approaches [16]. Although these methods
can address UAV capacity and mission time constraints, they struggle to deal with obstacle avoidance and multi-vehicle dynamics [17]. Hierarchical approaches [18, 19] leveraging on Probabilistic
Roadmaps (PRMs) and kinodynamic Stable Sparse
RRT (SST) methods have been investigated to generate collision-free and minimum-time flight trajectories. However, the problems discussed do not consider
either the UAV payload capacity or the multi-UAV
settings.
Alternatively, thanks to the increase in computational resources on board UAVs and the recent advances in efficient numerical methods, receding horizon approaches for optimal control are flourishing to
tackle multi-UAV trajectory planning [20]. Centralized methods for non-convex optimization [21] have
been proposed along with distributed Model Predictive Control (MPC)-based algorithms [22, 23]. Although these types of methods can efficiently compute
safe and optimal trajectories for multiple UAVs in the
problem formulation, they do not take into account
high-level mission specifications (such as time interval
or ordering constraints), nor task planning in problem
formulation.
Additionally, there are publications in the literature that enhance motion planning for multi-robot
systems using formal specification languages [8, 9].
The authors in [24] propose the extraction of local
specifications that are assigned to particular robots to
deal with multi-robot trajectory planning. The motion capabilities of each robot are represented using a
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transition system, whose modeling may become computationally expensive with an increase in the number
of agents and tasks. On the contrary, Control Barrier
Functions (CBFs) [25] have been shown as suitable
for efficiently solve motion planning problems. However, they can only be applied to a fragment of the STL
formula, restricting their application to simple scenarios [26]. In [27], the authors present robust algorithms
for multi-robot coordination that encode high-level TL
specifications into an MILP problem. However, their
sequential multi-robot RRT algorithm leads to suboptimal trajectories. A reinforcement learning approach
for multi-agent systems has been presented in [28].
The authors focus on finite abstractions and deterministic systems. However, such an approach requires
methodological advances, as it still poses computational challenges for complex STL formulae.

1.2 Contributions
This paper proposes a novel task and motion planning approach for installing bird diverters on power
lines with a team of multirotors. The method leverages STL to generate optimal trajectories that are dynamically feasible (i.e., that comply with vehicle dynamics and velocity and acceleration limits) and fulfill
several mission specifications: collision avoidance between UAVs and the environment, bounded UAV payload capacities, and reaching all target regions within
the total given mission time while remaining long
enough for diverter installation. This results in a complex nonlinear optimization problem that we tackle
by means of a novel hierarchical approach. The soformulated problem extends our previous work [29]
by addressing the installation of bird diverters, which
implies computing dynamically feasible trajectories
that take into account payload capacity limitations,
as well as refilling stations for long-endurance operation. Moreover, a novel procedure to compute the
initial guess solution for the optimization problem is
proposed. The main contributions of this paper are as
follows:
• The multi-UAV planning problem for installing diverters on power lines is formulated in Section 2.
Given that, STL specifications are extracted (see
Section 3) and used to set up an optimization problem that integrates task and motion planning, providing dynamically feasible trajectories complying
with safety requirements (i.e., obstacle avoidance
and mutual safety distances) and mission fulfillment.

• The proposed STL optimization problem
(Section 4) yields global optimal solutions, but
its nonlinear non-convex max-min nature makes
it difficult to solve. These types of problems are
tackled by dynamic programming approaches,
which are known to suffer from their dependence
on the initial guess [30]. As a result, we propose
a hierarchical approach where this initial guess
is generated by an MILP approach (Section 4.2),
which works on a simplified set of constraints of the
original problem, neglecting obstacle avoidance,
safety requirements, vehicle dynamics, and time
mission specifications. The sequence of target regions to install diverters per UAV is output, as well
as their corresponding refilling operations to load
additional diverters. Then, motion primitives are
used to approximate UAV dynamics and generate
feasible trajectories (position, velocity, and acceleration) connecting each pair of points. Finally, these
trajectories are used as the initial guess for the
global STL planner, which helps its convergence
towards solutions that meet all requirements.
• An event-based replanning strategy (Section 4.3)
is proposed to react to unforeseen UAV failures,
making the method valid for scenarios with dynamic conditions. Moreover, an extension to come
up with an energy-aware planner (Section 4.4) is included. This new version of the planner includes an
energy minimization term to implicitly extend the
endurance of the multirotors during the mission.
• Numerical simulations in MATLAB (Sections 5)
evaluate the overall performance of the method in
terms of the fulfillment of mission specifications
and the effectiveness of including the novel initialization procedure to address the STL optimization.
Furthermore, Gazebo simulations and field experiments (Section 5.4) in a mock-up setting showcase
its validity and feasibility for real scenarios. Conclusions and related future extensions are discussed
in Section 6.

2 Problem Description
This paper addresses the problem of installing bird
diverters on power lines with a team of δ UAVs, denoting D as the set of UAVs. Figure 2 depicts a scheme of
the scenario. The goal is to visit a sequence of predefined target regions for installation distributed across
the upper cables that hold between consecutive towers [4]. Each region represents a potential 3D space
where a diverter could be installed. Defining regions
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3 Preliminaries

Figure 2: Example scenario for the installation of bird
diverters. Target regions (TR) are represented in blue,
while UAVs’ initial position (IP) and refilling stations
(RS) are depicted in magenta and green, respectively.
A red line denotes the upper cables between the power
towers.

instead of point locations helps simplify the problem.
Once the UAV reaches a region, it is assumed that an
onboard low-level controller takes care of the installation operation [3, 6]. UAVs are assumed to be multirotors with limited velocity, acceleration, and payload
capacity. That is to say, the number of diverters that
can be carried on board is bounded. These payload
capacities can be heterogeneous for each UAV, while
dynamic constraints are homogeneous (velocity and
acceleration bounds). Additionally, a set of refilling
stations are scattered on the ground along the power
line. These stations are safe places where the multirotors can (within a bounded and known time interval)
load new diverters to get back into operation. Given
the velocity and acceleration limitations of the vehicles, and assuming a bounded operation time for
each diverter installation, the battery constraints can
be translated into a maximum traveled distance for
each UAV. This is equivalent to constraining their
mission time, under the assumption that UAVs have
comparable flight times. The objective is to plan trajectories for the multirotors to accomplish the mission in the specified maximum time, while complying
with the aforementioned dynamics and capacity constraints, as well as safety requirements, i.e., avoiding
obstacles in the scenario and maintaining a safety distance between UAVs. A map of the environment with a
polyhedral representation of the obstacles (e.g., power
towers and cables) is assumed as known in advance.

Let us consider a discrete-time dynamical system
xk+1 = f (xk , uk ), where xk+1 , xk ∈ X ∈ Rn
represent the next and current states of the system, respectively, and uk ∈ U ∈ Rm is the control input. Let
us also assume that f : X × U → X is differentiable
in both arguments. Therefore, given an initial state
x0 ∈ X0 ∈ Rn and a time vector t = (t0 , . . . , tN )> ∈
RN +1 , with N ∈ N>0 being the number of samples that describe the evolution of the system with the
sampling period Ts ∈ R>0 , we can define the finite
control input sequence u = (u0 , . . . , uN −1 )> ∈ RN
as the input to provide the system to obtain the unique
sequence of states x = (x0 , . . . , xN )> ∈ RN +1 .
Hence, we can define the state sequence x and
the control input sequence u of a multirotor as
x = (p(1) , v(1) , p(2) , v(2) , p(3) , v(3) )> and u =
(a(1) , a(2) , a(3) )> , where p(j) , v(j) , and a(j) , with
j = {1, 2, 3}, represent the sequences of position, velocity, and acceleration of the vehicle along the j axis
(j)
of the inertial frame, respectively. We denote with pk ,
(j)
(j)
vk , ak and tk , with k ∈ N≥0 , the k -th elements of
the vectors p(j) , v(j) , a(j) , and t, respectively.

3.1 Signal temporal logic
Definition 1 (Signal Temporal Logic): STL was introduced for the first time in [9] to monitor the behavior
of real-valued signals. Such a logic allows the description of complex system behaviors in a succinct and
unambiguous way, encoding requirements and specifications into a single formula ϕ [9]. For example, “at
least two vehicles need to survey regions A and B, one
needs to visit region C within the time interval [t1 , t2 ],
while all must comply with safety requirements”. The
full description of the STL syntax and semantics can
be found in [9, 31] and is not given here for the sake
of brevity. In short, an STL formula ϕ is defined on
a set of predicates, i.e., atomic prepositions that yield
simple operations, such as belonging to a region or
comparisons of real values. These predicates are combined using Boolean (¬, ∧, ∨) and temporal (♦, ,
U ) operators. The resulting STL formula ϕ is considered valid if the expression takes a true (>) logic
value, and invalid (⊥) otherwise. For instance, informally, ϕ1 UI ϕ2 means that the predicate ϕ2 must hold
at some point in the time interval I and, until then, ϕ1
must hold without interruption.
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3.2 Robust signal temporal logic
Definition 2 (STL Robustness): The presence of system
uncertainties, a dynamic environment, and unforeseen
events can affect the satisfaction of an STL formula
ϕ. In an attempt to have a maneuverability margin of
satisfaction of ϕ, measuring how well (poorly) a given
specification is met, the concept of robust semantic
for STL formulae has been formulated [9, 31, 32].
This robustness, denoted as ρ, is a quantitative metric
that guides the optimization problem derived towards
the best feasible solution to achieve mission satisfaction. This value can be formally described by using the
following formulae in a recursive manner:

ρ¬ϕ (x, tk )
ρϕ1 ∧ϕ2 (x, tk )
ρϕ1 ∨ϕ2 (x, tk )
ρI ϕ (x, tk )

= −ρϕ (x, tk ),
= min (ρϕ1 (x, tk ), ρϕ2 (x, tk )) ,
= max (ρϕ1 (x, tk ), ρϕ2 (x, tk )) ,
= 0 min ρϕ (x, t0k ),
tk ∈[tk +I]

max ρϕ (x, t0k ),

ρϕ1 U ϕ2 (x, tk ) = 0 max min (ρϕ2 (x, t0k )) ,
tk ∈[tk +I]

00
min
(ρ
(x,
t
)
,
ϕ
1
k
00
0
ρ♦I ϕ (x, tk ) =

t0k ∈[tk +I]

tk ∈[tk ,tk ]

where tk +I is meant herein as the Minkowski sum between the scalar tk and the time interval I . The above
formulae are composed of a set of predicates, each resulting as true if its robustness value is greater than or
equal to zero, and false otherwise. The whole formula
works as a logic formula, where it is false if at least
one predicate is false. For the case of study, one example could be being inside a target region or being
outside an obstacle region, with regions described by
a certain number of predicates. Further details can be
found in [8, 9, 31]. In this case, we say that x satisfies
the STL formula ϕ at time tk if ρϕ (x, tk ) > 0, and x
violates ϕ if ρϕ (x, tk ) ≤ 0.
Thus, we can compute the control inputs u that
maximize the robustness over the set of finite state and
input sequences x and u, respectively. This optimal
sequence u? is valid if ρϕ (x? , tk ) is positive, where
x? and u? obey the dynamical system. The larger
ρϕ (x? , tk ) is, then the more robust the behavior of the
system.
Definition 3 (Smooth Approximation) [26]: Let us
consider λ ∈ R>0 as a tunable parameter. The smooth

approximation of the min and max operators with β predicate arguments is
Pβ
max(ρϕ1 , . . . , ρϕβ ) ≈

i=1

ρϕi eλρϕi

Pβ

i=1

eλρϕi

,

β
X
1
min(ρϕ1 , . . . , ρϕβ ) ≈ − log
e−λρϕi
λ
i=1

!
.

This approximation is asymptotically complete and
smooth everywhere, as the widely known Log-SumExponential (LSE) approximation [31] in our previous
work [29]. It is also sound, as it does not over approximate the max operator. In short, asymptotical
completeness means that the approximation of the final robustness formula ρ̃ϕ (x) can be arbitrarily close
to the true robustness ρϕ (x) with λ → ∞. Smooth everywhere ensures that the approximation is infinitely
differentiable, so gradient-based optimization algorithms can be used to find a solution to the problem.
Soundness implies that an optimal sequence u? with
strictly positive robustness (ρϕ (x) > 0) satisfies the
specification ϕ, and an optimal sequence u? with
strictly negative robustness (ρϕ (x) < 0) violates it.
The larger λ, then the closer the approximation of the
true robustness (Def. 2).
Definition 4 (STL Motion Planner) [29]: Starting from mission specifications encoded as STL formula ϕ, and replacing its robustness ρϕ (x) with the
smooth approximation1 ρ̃ϕ (x) (Def. 3), the generation of multirotor trajectories can be formulated as the
optimization problem
maximize

p(j) ,v(j) , a(j)

s.t.

ρ̃ϕ (p(j) , v(j) )
(j)

(j)

|vk | ≤ v̄ (j) , |ak | ≤ ā(j) ,

,

(1)

S(j) , ∀k = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1},

where v̄ (j) and ā(j) are the maximum values desired in the velocity and acceleration module along
(j) (j) (j)
the motion, respectively, and S(j) (pk , vk , ak ) =
(j)
(j)
(j)
(pk+1 , vk+1 , ak+1 )> are multirotor motion primitives
along each j axis encoding the splines presented
in [29, eq. (2)]. Note, that for the simplicity of notation as described in [29], the optimization problem (1)
is expressed for a single multirotor where the velocity
1
ρϕ uses non-differentiable functions min and max. A good approach to
mitigating computational complexity is to adopt a smooth approximation ρ̃ϕ
of the robustness function ρϕ .
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and acceleration limits are considered to be symmetric
along the axes of the inertial frame.

with
ϕws = p(j) ∈ (p(j)
, p̄(j)
ws ),
ws

4.1 STL motion planner
In this section, the mission specifications for the
problem in Section 2 are extracted to obtain the corresponding STL formula, ϕ. Missions to install bird
diverters have two types of specifications. First, the
safety requirements must be fulfilled throughout the
whole operation time tN ; UAVs have to stay within
the workspace (ϕws ), while avoiding collisions with
obstacles around (ϕobs ) and keeping safety distances
with other UAVs (ϕdis ). Second, task requirements
need to be satisfied at specific time intervals throughout the mission; all target regions must be visited once
by a UAV, which remains there for an installation time
tins (ϕtr ). Given their limited payload capacity, UAVs
should visit a refilling station and stay there for a refilling time trs once they run out of onboard diverters,
to be supplied with more (ϕcap ). Lastly, each UAV
should fly to its closest refilling station after completing its installation operations (ϕrs ). All mission
specifications can be encoded in the STL formula

n

V

♦tN (ϕtr ∧ ϕcap ) U ϕrs , (2)

(3b)

m

(3c)

(j)

(3d)

ϕdis = ∀{n,m}∈D, n6=m k p − pk > Γ,
, p̄tr ),
ϕtr = ∀tr tins p(j) ∈ (p(j)
tr
(j)

ϕcap = trs (c == 0) p

ϕrs = p(j) ∈ (p(j)
, p̄(j)
rs ),
rs

∈

(p(j)
, p̄(j)
rs ),
rs

(3e)
(3f)

where (3a) imposes the multirotor position p(j) to
stay within the boundaries of the workspace area,
(j)
and p̄ws denoting its minimum and maxwith p(j)
ws
imum values along the j axis of the inertial frame.
Similarly, (3b), (3d), (3e), and (3f) set the obstacle
avoidance, diverter installation, payload capacity, and
mission completion specifications, respectively, where
c ∈ N>0 represents the payload capacity of the mul(j)
tirotor (i.e., the number of loaded diverters) and pobs ,
(j)

(j)

(j)

p(j)
, p(j)
, p̄obs , p̄tr and p̄rs are the vertices of recttr
rs
angular regions2 along the j axis of the inertial frame
used to identify obstacles, target regions, and refilling
stations, respectively. Finally, (3c) is the safety distance requirement running over all UAVs, with Γ ∈
R>0 being a threshold value and {n, m} ∈ D the
UAV indices. Note that in order to make this paper
more readable, in (2) we simplified the notation by
providing the STL formula ϕ for a single multirotor.
However, with an appropriate set of summations and
indices, it is not complicated to extend the formula ϕ
to include all UAVs in the team. Actually, the STL
optimization (1) for tackling the bird diverter installation problem is formulated by considering the team of
multirotors and, hence, all the necessary sequences of
state variables x and control inputs u to describe the
multirotors’ trajectories.
Using the specifications in (2), the optimization
problem in Def. 4 is set up to compute feasible trajectories that achieve the maximum smooth robustness
ρ̃ϕ (x) with respect to those mission specifications
ϕ. To this end, the robustness score of each predicate needs to be computed. In the STL formula (2),
there are two types of predicates: those evaluating
whether the UAV position does or does not belong
2

(j)

(j)
Similarly to p(j) and p̄ws
, with p(j) , p(j) and p(j) , and with p̄obs ,

(j)

ϕ = tN ϕws ∧ ϕobs ∧ ϕdis

(j)

, p̄ ),
ϕobs = ∀obs p(j) 6∈ (p(j)
obs obs

4 Problem Solution
In this section, the STL framework presented in
Section 3 is used to formulate the optimization problem in Section 2. This yields a nonlinear non-convex
max-min problem formulated as a Nonlinear Programming (NLP) formulation solved by dynamic programming (Section 4.1). Finding a solution for this type
of nonlinear problem in a reasonable time is difficult,
as solvers easily get stuck in local optima [30, 33].
This issue is circumvented by generating an initial
guess from a simplified MILP formulation without
considering obstacle avoidance, safety requirements,
vehicle dynamics, and time mission specifications
(Section 4.2), which eases the search for a global solution. The proposed framework incorporates a mechanism for mission replanning in order to account
for UAV failures (Section 4.3). Finally, the original motion planner is improved with an additional
optimization term to minimize energy consumption
(Section 4.4).

(3a)

ws

obs

tr

rs

(j)
p̄tr and p̄rs
, we denote the minimum and maximum values of obstacles,
target regions, and refilling stations along the j axis of the inertial frame,
respectively.
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to a specific region, (3a), (3b), (3d), (3e), and (3f),
and the safety requirement (3c), evaluating the distance between UAVs. Robustness values are measured
in terms of Euclidean distance. In predicates from the
first group, a UAV that lies within the region has a
positive robustness, and the greater the minimum Euclidean distance to the region’s boundaries along the
trajectory, the larger that robustness. There is an inversion in (3b), where belonging to the obstacle region
means a negative robustness. In the safety distance
predicate (3c), the robustness is positive when the
distance between UAVs is greater than the threshold Γ. The larger the minimum Euclidean distance
between UAVs along the trajectory, the higher the robustness. More formally, for the predicates of the first
type, taking the ϕws predicate (3a) as an example, we
can write


ρϕws = min min(ρϕ̄(1) , ρϕ(1) , ρϕ̄(2) , ρϕ(2) , ρϕ̄(3) , ρϕ(3) ) ,
k

(4)

with
(j)

ρϕ̄(j) = p̄(j)
ws − pk ,

(j)

ρϕ(j) = pk − p(j)
.
ws

In an equivalent way, the robustness score of the
non-belonging predicate ϕobs (3b) can be computed
by inverting each minimum distance for each sample
along the trajectory. Namely, we can write


ρϕobs = min − min(ρϕ̄(1) , ρϕ(1) , ρϕ̄(2) , ρϕ(2) , ρϕ̄(3) , ρϕ(3) ) ,
k

(5)

where ρϕ̄(j) and ρϕ(j) , with j = {1, 2, 3}, can be
(j)

(j)

computed by replacing ρ̄ws and ρ(j)
in (4) with ρ̄obs
ws
(j)

and ρobs , respectively. On the contrary, the robustness
score of the safety requirement predicate ϕdis (3c) can
be expressed as

ρϕdis = min
k

min


(k pk − pk k − Γ) , (6)
n

m

∀{n,m}∈D, n6=m

where the minimum distance between UAVs is computed for each time step (tk ) in the trajectory, and then
the min value of that vector of minimum distances.
It should be noted that the coupled nature of mission requirements makes it necessary to plan all UAV
trajectories in a joint optimization problem. Furthermore, the so-formulated NLP problem is solved by
dynamic programming, which is known to be highly
dependent on the initial guess to avoid getting stuck
in local optima [30, 33]. Therefore, the selection of

an adequate initial guess is critical, so a specific
method for retrieving a well-structured guess towards
the global optimum is described in the next section.

4.2 Initial guess
An adequate initial guess is required to find optimal
solutions for the STL motion planner in a reasonable
time and to prevent the solver from getting stuck looking for a feasible solution. The key idea to retrieve this
initial guess is abstracting the original diverter installation problem to come up with a simpler optimization
with fewer constraints. In particular, the initial guess
considers mission requirements related with visiting
all target regions, taking into account UAV payload
capacities and refilling operations (ϕtr , ϕcap and ϕrs ).
It neglects obstacle avoidance and safety distance requirements (ϕobs , ϕws and ϕdis ) and the mission
time intervals (tN , tins and trs ), since these latter
constraints introduce the most complex nonlinearities
and motion discontinuities in the problem. A graphbased representation, including connections between
the target regions and the refilling stations, is used
to formulate an MILP that models a type of VRP,
whose solution assigns the target regions to the vehicles and provides a navigation sequence for each UAV.
An Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation is
not possible because the total distances covered by
each UAV (real-valued variables) are considered in the
optimization, in order to distribute them as equally as
possible among the team members.
Figure 3 depicts an instance of the graph used,
which is an undirected weighted multigraph described
by the tuple G = (V, E, W, D, C). The set of vertices
is V = T ∩ R ∩ O, where T and R are the sets representing the locations of the target regions and the
refilling stations, respectively, and O incorporates the
set of depots where each UAV is located at time t0 ,
with |T | = τ , |R| = r and |O| = δ . The set of
graph edges and their corresponding weights are given
by E and W , respectively; whereas, D, with |D| = δ ,
represents the set of UAVs and C their corresponding
maximum payload capacities. Concerning the connectivity of the graph, all vertices in T are fully connected
to each other and to every vertex in the set R ∪ O,
each connection consisting of δ edges, one per UAV.
More formally, let eijkd ∈ E be the edge connecting
the vertices i and j , with {i, j} ∈ V, i 6= j , using UAV
d ∈ D, with d = {1, . . . , δ}; and wijkd ∈ W the
weight associated with eijkd . Given the homogeneous
dynamic constraints for UAVs v̄ (j) and ā(j) , we model
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σrp ∈ [0, σ̄], with {r, p} ∈ D, r 6= p, quantify the difference between the total distances covered by UAVs
r and p, being σ̄ ∈ R≥0 this maximum acceptable difference. Using all these defined variables, the MILP
problem can be formulated as follows:
minimize

w0

02
|1

w01|1

A
1|
2

1
1|

wA

B

0|2

Figure 3: Instance of the graph G, assuming two target
regions (square nodes), two refilling stations (round
solid nodes) and two vehicles. Arcs and weights wijkd
denote the UAVs’ paths. Depots are depicted by round
dashed nodes.

s.t.

{i,j}∈V, i6=j, d∈D

X

zijkd
i∈V, i6=j, d∈D

X
i∈V, i6=j

X
i∈T

σrp (7a)

{r,p}∈D, r6=p

= 2, ∀j ∈ T ,

z0ikd = 1, ∀d ∈ D,

zijkd
i∈T , j6∈T , d∈D

X

X

(7b)

zijkd = 2yjkd , ∀j ∈ T , ∀d ∈ D, (7c)

X

the edge weights using Euclidean distances, which
implies wijkd = wjikd .
Given the graph G and the available UAVs with
their capacities, the final objective is to find an optimal
assignment that allocates to each UAV a sequence of
target regions and refilling stations to visit, so that all
diverters are installed, minimizing the mission time.
Since the vehicles dynamic constraints are homogeneous (v̄ (j) and ā(j) ), as well as the flight times,
minimizing the mission time could be equivalently
translated into the problem of minimizing the distance
covered by the multi-UAV team, but also evenly distributing the distances traveled by the vehicles, since
the mission cannot be considered accomplished until the last UAV completes its sequence. Note that,
including these travel distances implies the use of
an MILP formulation instead of an ILP.
Associated with each edge eijkd ∈ E , an integer variable zijkd ∈ Z≥0 can be defined such that
zijkd = zjikd . This variable encodes the number
of times that the corresponding edge is selected in
the MILP solution. Thus, given a UAV d ∈ D, zijkd ∈
{0, 1}, ∀{i, j} ∈ {T , O}; and zijkd ∈ {0, 1, 2} if
i ∈ R and j ∈ T . The former ensures to never cover
the edge between two target regions twice. In other
words, starting from a depot without ever returning
to it, and therefore depots are only start positions and
not end positions. The latter allows for round trips between refilling stations and target regions in case there
are no other diverters to be installed, i.e., zijkd = 2.
Whenever 0 appears in the subscript of the variable
zijkd , we refer to the i or j vertex as a depot, depending on the order. Furthermore, the real variables

wijkd zijkd +

≥ 2h(T ) ,

(7d)
(7e)

wijkr zijkr − wijkp zijkp −σrp ≤ 0, (7f)

{i,j}∈V, i6=j

X

wijkp zijkp − wijkr zijkr −σrp ≤ 0, (7g)

{i,j}∈V, i6=j

0 ≤ σrp ≤ σ̄, ∀{r, p} ∈ D, r 6= p,

where (7a) is the objective function, consisting of two
terms that encode the total distance covered by the
multi-UAV team, and a penalty for an uneven distance
distribution between UAVs. Constraints (7b) and (7c)
enforce that every target region is visited exactly once,
being yjkd ∈ {0, 1} auxiliary integer variables that
guarantee that, if d ∈ D UAV reaches the target
j ∈ T , the same UAV must also leave. (7d) ensures
that every UAV starts the mission from its depot, but
never returns. Constraints (7e) prevent the formation
of tours exceeding the payload capacity of the UAVs
or those which do not connect to a refilling station
(i.e., the sub-tour elimination constraint [34, 35]). For
that, h(T ) is a lower bound on the number of UAVs
required to visit all target regions
P T . In practice, it
is common to define h(T ) as d i∈T ci /Ce. Due to
the expensive computation of h(T ), these constraints
are dynamically added as they are violated [35]. Finally, constraints (7f) and (7g) are used to bound the
difference in distance covered by each pair of UAVs.
Once the MILP problem is solved, multirotor motion primitives [29, eq. (2)] are used to retrieve a dynamically feasible trajectory for each UAV, connecting target regions and refilling stations in its optimal
assignment. The full description on how to compute
these trajectories can be found in [36] and is not given
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here for the sake of brevity. In short, these motion
primitives are computed fixing rest-to-rest motion between regions, i.e., zero velocity and acceleration in
such regions, and imposing the minimum feasible time
that allows the fulfillment of the desired maximum
values of velocity v̄ (j) and acceleration ā(j) along
the UAV’s motion. Installation time intervals tins and
refilling time intervals trs with the UAVs stopped in
the corresponding regions are also considered for the
trajectories.

4.3 Event-triggered replanner
The presented motion planner provides feasible trajectories for a multi-UAV team carrying out a mission
for the installation of bird diverters. However, UAV
failures (e.g., due to a battery or technical fault) may
occur during the execution of the mission, causing vehicles to become out of service. In these cases, an
alternative UAV should resume the pending tasks so
that the mission is not interrupted, but is successfully accomplished. This is achieved using an online
procedure for event-based replanning.
Every time an event happens, i.e., a UAV fails,
a new plan is recomputed online using the motion
planner in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The trajectories of
the UAVs working correctly are not computed again,
as they can keep on with their original plans. The only
new plan to be computed is the one corresponding to
the backup UAV that is replacing the faulty one. Assuming that the failure event is detected at time tfail ∈
[t0 , tN ], a new trajectory for the backup UAV is generated within the time interval [tfail + trep , tN ], with
trep being the maximum expected computation time
for replanning3 . Moreover, the motion planner uses
the original trajectories of the non-faulty UAVs within
the time interval [tfail +trep , tN ] for the safety distance
requirement (ϕdis ) as input constraints, as these do not
need to be recomputed. Furthermore, only the pending (not visited) target regions previously assigned to
the faulty UAV are considered in the replanning procedure. However, the order for visiting these target
regions may change, as the backup UAV could start
from a position or with a payload that makes that visit
sequence suboptimal. Finally, it is worth mentioning
that the computational effort for replanning is significantly lower than that for initial planning, as only a

3

The trep time was estimated by running several instances of the STL optimization problem and varying the number of target regions and their position,
as well as the time instance tfail when the fault occurs.

single UAV is considered with a reduced set of target
regions (those not yet visited).

4.4 Energy-aware planner
This section presents an energy-aware extension of
the motion planner in Section 4.1 for minimizing the
energy consumed by the UAVs during the mission.
The core idea is to determine the optimal cruising
speed [37, Ch. 5], such that each UAV travels with
minimal energy consumption and then tries to generate the vehicle’s trajectories as close as possible
to those nominal speeds. The computation of that
optimal speed accounts for the aerodynamics of the
multirotors to restrain the power demanded by the
motors.
The electric power required by a multirotor decreases with increasing low forward speed. In contrast,
this power increases dramatically at high speed due
to parasitic losses [37, Ch. 5]. The combination of
both effects leads to the existence of an optimal value
for the forward speed that minimizes the energy consumption of the vehicle and extends its flight time.
The authors in [37, Ch. 5] describe this energetically
optimal forward speed v ? for multirotors as

?

v =

r

m
2%A



4κA
nr f

1/4
,

(8)

where m ∈ R is the mass of the vehicle, nr ∈ N its
number of rotors, A ∈ R the rotor disk area, f ∈ R
the equivalent flat plate area of the fuselage, κ ∈ R
an induced power correction factor, and % ∈ R the air
density.
The optimization problem (1) can be reformulated
by including an energy term to favor solutions with a
forward speed along the trajectory as close as possible
to the ideal (in terms of energy consumption) value v ? .
Namely, we write

maximize

p(j) ,v(j) , a(j)

s.t.

ρ̃ϕ (p(j) , v(j) ) − η
(j)

2
X
vfor (vk )
1−
v?
k

(j)

|vk | ≤ v̄ (j) , |ak | ≤ ā(j) ,

, (9)

S(j) , ∀k = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1},

where η ∈ [0, 1] is a tunable parameter that weights
the energy term in the objective function, and vfor (vk )
is the multirotor forward speed for the time step tk ,
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defined along the x and y axes
vfor (vk ) =

q

(1)

(2)

(vk )2 + (vk )2 .

(10)

Note that, as shown in [38], the energy expended
by the multirotors for the ascent and descent maneuvers is constant, since it is performed at a constant
speed. The same holds for the energy consumed during hovering operations. Therefore, with a good approximation, we can remove v (3) from (10), reducing
the computational burden of the optimal problem (9).
It may happen that v ? is higher than the maximum
feasible vehicle speed v̄ (j) . In this case, the optimization problem (9) can be reformulated by replacing
v ? with max(v̄ (1) , v̄ (2) ) as the feasible forward speed
closest to v ? (8).
The new energy term is a quadratic error that measures how far the vehicle speed along the trajectory is
from the one which minimizes energy consumption.
Note that, the solutions of the energy-aware planner are still feasible trajectories complying with all
mission requirements, although they trade off energy
consumption with a possible decrease in robustness.

5 Experimental Results
To prove the validity and effectiveness of the proposed planning approach, we carried out numerical
simulations in MATLAB. At this stage, the actual vehicle dynamics and the trajectory tracking controller
were not modeled. Then we performed simulations on
the Gazebo robotics simulator to verify the feasibility
of the trajectories exploiting the benefits of softwarein-the-loop simulations [39, 40]. Finally, field experiments in a mock-up scenario were performed to
demonstrate the viability of the method for a real application. These experiments aim to demonstrate: (i)
the compliance of the planned trajectories with the
mission requirements; (ii) the need for the STL motion
planner in order to meet the mission specifications,
as the MILP formulation is not enough by itself; (iii)
the capability to replan missions under UAV failures;
(iv) a comparison of the solutions with and without
the energy-aware feature; and (v) the feasibility of the
method in real-world scenarios.
The optimization method was coded using MATLAB R2019b, with the MILP formulated using the
CVX framework and the STL motion planner using
the CasADi library and IPOPT as solver. All numerical simulations were run on a computer with an

Parameter
Payload capacity (UAV-1)
Payload capacity (UAV-2)
Payload capacity (UAV-3)
Payload capacity (UAV-4)
Safety mutual distance
Max. velocity
Max. acceleration
Optimal forward speed
Time replanning
Mission time
Installation time
Refilling time
Sampling period
Number of samples
Max. difference in distance
Scaling factor
Weight energy term

Symbol
c1
c2
c3
c4
Γ
v̄ (j)
ā(j)
v?
trep
tN
tins
trs
Ts
N
σ̄
λ
η

Value
2 [−]
3 [−]
4 [−]
1 [−]
3 [m]
3.1 [m/s]
3.1 [m/s2 ]
2.5 [m/s]
10 [s]
155 [s]
5 [s]
12 [s]
0.05 [s]
1360 [−]
10 [m]
10 [−]
1 [−]

Table 1: Parameter values for the optimization problem.

i7-8565U processor (1.80 GHz) and 32GB of RAM
running on Ubuntu 20.04. Videos with the experimental results can be found at http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz/
bird-diverter-ar.

5.1 Bird diverters installation
The proposed planning strategy was tested for the bird
diverter installation scenario described in Section 2.
Specifically, as depicted in Figure 2, two UAVs were
considered to operate in a mock-up scenario (50 m ×
20 m × 15 m) with seven target regions and four refilling stations. Table 1 reports the parameters and
their values used to run the optimization problem. It
should be noted that the installation time tins and the
refilling time trs were set using short symbolic times
to avoid analyzing trajectories with excessively long
waiting periods. The heading angles were adjusted
and the vehicles aligned with the displacement direction if they were moving toward the target, while
toward the cables during the installation operation.
Once the UAV reaches a region, it is assumed that
an onboard low-level controller will take care of the
installation operation.
Figure 4 shows the planned trajectories along with
power towers and cables, target regions, and refilling
stations. The towers are 15 m in height and 40 m apart.
The optimization problem took 14 min to solve and
37 s to find an initial guess solution. Figure 5 shows
the compliance of the planned trajectories with mission requirements. As can be seen from the graph, the
distance between vehicles is always greater than the
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threshold value Γ, the vehicles’ velocity and acceleration lie within the admissible bounds ([v (j) , v̄ (j) ] and
[a(j) , ā(j) ]), and the vehicles never visit a target region if they run out of diverters. Note that, for the sake
of simplicity, the velocity and acceleration bounds
are considered to be symmetric, i.e., |v (j) | = |v̄ (j) |
and |a(j) | = |ā(j) |. Finally, for comparison, Figure 6
reports the planned trajectories for a more complex
setting, considering four UAVs and eleven target regions. In this case, the optimization problem took
22 min to solve, 57 s to find an initial guess solution.

v(2)

v

4
3.1

[m s−2 ]

Figure 4: Bird diverter installation. Planned trajectories with two UAVs, seven target regions and four
refilling stations. Arrows represent the UAVs’ paths
along the mission.
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Figure 5: Position, linear velocity and acceleration,
safety mutual distance, and payload capacity. From
left to right: “UAV1” and “UAV2” data. The installation and refilling time windows are also reported using
blue and green colors, respectively.

5.2 Comparison with the initial guess
solution
As described in Section 4, an MILP formulation is
used to seed the STL optimization problem to generate feasible trajectories for the UAVs. Such a solution
favors the convergence of the optimization problem
towards solutions fulfilling all mission specifications.
In fact, it could be the case where the solver easily
gets stuck in local optima due to the NP-hard structure of the problem (1). However, the MILP solution,
which can be computed more efficiently, is not enough
by itself, as it does not take into account several nonlinear complexities of the problem, such as obstacle
avoidance and safety distance requirements. Therefore, the final STL optimization works by refining the
initial guess solution until the maximum robustness
value is reached. In this regard, this section compares
the initial solution obtained by solving the MILP (7)
formulation with that retrieved by the STL optimization problem (1), in an attempt to understand how
well (poorly) the specifications are met and whether
it is worth applying this hierarchical solution to the

Figure 6: Bird diverter installation. Planned trajectories with four UAVs, eleven target regions and four
refilling stations.

problem. Figure 7 shows the dynamically feasible
trajectories obtained using the multirotor motion primitives [29] and the sequences of waypoints assigned by
the MILP solution to each UAV.
From a first glance, it is worth noting that
the MILP formulation does not explicitly take time
into account. This ends up in trajectories that could
exceed the time bound tN , resulting as impractical
in real-world scenarios. This also has repercussions
from a trajectory point of view, as the MILP approach
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Figure 7: Bird diverter installation considering the
trajectories obtained by solving just the MILP formulation, without applying the STL planner.

does not act on accelerations a(j) to control the vehicles’ motion (see [29, eq. (2)]), but rather on their
position by setting the waypoint sequences that UAVs
should visit to meet mission specifications. This implies spikes and corners that are difficult to follow in
reality, possibly leading to sudden stresses on the actuators to respond to rather fast changes of direction.
This results not only in possible errors in trajectory tracking, with the possibility of violating mission
specifications and safety requirements (e.g., the UAVs
could collide with power towers or cables), but also
in high energy consumption that could harm the mission. Another important difference lies in the mutual
safety distance constraint (ϕdis ). While this constraint
can be achieved in the STL optimization problem by
regulating the vehicles’ velocities and accelerations,
and hence their positions, without affecting the optimal sequence of regions to visit, this does not apply
to the MILP formulation, where vehicle dynamics are
not taken into consideration to limit the computational
burden. In actuality, increases in the values of Γ (3c)
might require completely different optimal sequences
(output of the MILP solver) for the final solution of
the problem.
Figure 8 depicts the difference between the solutions obtained by solving only the MILP and the
whole STL optimization problems. As can be seen
in the figure, the STL formulation fine tunes the initial guess solution to achieve obstacle avoidance and
safety distance requirements, along with the other mission specifications. In particular, it is evident how the
trajectories are completely rearranged to reach higher
robustness values ρ̃ϕ (x).
Lastly, it is worth mentioning that the differences
between the STL and MILP solutions are not only
based on the shape of the trajectories, but also on the

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: The trajectories obtained by using the
whole STL (8a) and only the MILP (8b) optimization
problems.

sequence of targets to visit. Figure 9 shows a simple scenario where two UAVs (located at “IP1” and
“IP2”), having the same dynamic constraints, are required to visit a set of target regions (“TR1”, “TR2”,
“TR3” and “TR4”) within the time interval [0, tN ],
while remaining in the workspace area (ϕws ), avoiding obstacles (ϕobs ), and maintaining a safe distance
with each other (ϕdis ). As can be seen, the MILP initial guess (Figure 9b) proposes an assignment of target
regions that balances the workload between UAVs
and minimizes the distance traveled, although crossing the obstacle as obstacle avoidance is not taken
into account in problem formulation. Conversely, despite this initial guess solution, the whole STL planner
(Figure 9a) rearranges the target assignment to comply with all mission specifications. Such a simple
scenario shows the independence of the final STL optimization from the MILP initial guess solution, which
brings additional flexibility to the hierarchical planner.
However, as the complexity of the problem increases,
having an initial guess away from the entire problem
solution may result in the STL optimizer getting stuck
in a local optima.
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Figure 10: Bird diverter installation when considering
the solution retrieved by the energy-aware planner.
(a)
3

UAV1

Figure 9: Simple scenario showing the independence
of the final STL solution (9a) from the MILP initial
guess (9b).

5.3 Energy-aware and replanning
strategy
This section aims to show the capability of the energyaware and event-triggered replanner, described in
Sections 4.4 and 4.3, to reduce the energy consumed
by the UAVs during mission execution and to ensure
mission continuity in the event of a UAV failure, respectively. The results of the numerical simulations
carried out in MATLAB are depicted in Figures 10
and 12. Regarding the energy-aware planner, the trajectories considering the forward speed term v ? (see
Figure 10) are longer and marked by sudden changes
of direction compared to the case when no energy requirement is enforced (see Figures 4 and 6). This fact
is motivated by the need of the UAVs to perform the
installation of diverters approaching the energetically
optimal forward speed v ? , while also satisfying the

3
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Figure 11: From left to right: a comparison between
the forward speed vfor (vk ) and the normalized robustness values ρ̃ϕ (x) when considering the standard and
the energy-aware planner.

mission specifications ϕ (see eq. (2)). Therefore, the
leeway of the optimization problem (9) in the velocity
of the vehicle is less than in the case of the standard
planner (1), where the velocity values can be adjusted
within a much wider range to maximize the robustness
score. Figure 11 shows the comparison between forward speed vfor and robustness values ρ̃ϕ (x) for the
standard and energy-aware planners. As can be seen in
the plot, increases in velocity come at the expense of
a slight reduction in robustness values.
To showcase the event-triggered replanner, we
considered the case with a pair of UAVs performing the installation of bird diverters. In particular,
the scenario where the two UAVs start the mission
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Figure 12: Bird diverter installation in case
of “UAV2” failure running in the “RSD” refilling
station. In green, the path of the backup vehicle,
i.e., “UAV3”.

by tracking the trajectories shown in Figure 4. We
then simulate a failure event that occurs when one of
the UAVs, specifically “UAV2” (see Figure 12), visits a refilling station to bring on board new diverters.
This event triggers the execution of the optimization
problem (1), and therefore the resolution of the related MILP (7) for the backup vehicle (i.e., “UAV3”)
at disposal at one of the refill stations (“RSA” for
the considered scenario), by considering the pending regions of “UAV2” (those not yet visited) and
the trajectory of the non-faulty UAV (i.e., “UAV1”).
The resulting trajectories are shown in Figure 12. For
this particular scenario, the same order is maintained
for visiting the target regions while slight variations
in the trajectory connecting “TR5” and “RSC” can
be observed. This trajectory change is driven by the
optimization problem to meet safety and obstacle
avoidance requirements. The optimization took 2 s to
solve the entire problem and a few tenths of a second
for the MILP. The failure was detected at tfail = 9 s,
considering a maximum expected computation time of
trep = 10 s.

5.4 Field experiments
To evaluate and prove the applicability of the proposed
motion planning approach in real-world applications,
experiments with DJI F450 quadrotors [41] were performed in a mock-up scenario. The scenario depicted
in Figure 4 with two UAVs was considered. For ease of
experimentation and taking into account the complexity of flying in such a safety-critical scenario as that of
the power line, we simulated both power towers and
cables along with the location of the refilling stations.
Therefore, the UAVs flew in a large workspace area

Tracking
Controller

ωdδ
Tdδ

UAV
Plant

Figure 13: The system architecture. The STL Motion
Planner running on a ground station supplies the trajectories (x?1 , u?1 , . . . , x?δ , u?δ , ) and the heading angles
(ψ1 , . . . , ψδ ) to the multirotors’ Tracking Controller,
which outputs the thrust (Td1 , . . . , Tdδ ) and angular
velocities (ωd1 , . . . , ωdδ ) for the UAV Plant [29, 39,
41].

tracking trajectories designed in MATLAB and validated in Gazebo, where the presence of those objects
was taken into account. Videos with simulated and experimental results can be found in http://mrs.felk.cvut.
cz/bird-diverter-ar.
The system architecture is reported in Figure 13.
The STL motion planner solves the optimization problem (1) for supplying the trajectories (x? , u? ) and the
heading angles ψ to the multirotors. The trajectory
generation is run one-shot, i.e., once at time t0 . The
result is used as reference by the UAV trajectory tracking controller [39]. As for the hardware, the UAVs
were equipped with an Intel NUC computer on board
(an i7-8559U processor with 16GB of RAM) and the
Pixhawk flight controller. The software stack was built
on the Noetic Ninjemys release of the Robot Operating System (ROS) running on Ubuntu 20.04. Further
details are available in [41].
Real flights were able to not only verify the fulfillment of the installation mission expressed by the STL
formula (2), but also the compliance with physical
constraints and safety requirements (v̄ , ā, and Γ), as
well as the vehicles’ payload capacity c• (see Table 1).
Figure 14 depicts some snapshots of the experiment.
To provide a sense of how close (distance) the UAVs
were with respect to the mechanical infrastructure (cables and towers) and refilling locations, these were virtualized by means of a ROS package projecting within
the UAVs’ camera frames the 3D mesh files used in
MATLAB and Gazebo to represent the scenario.
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Figure 14: Snapshots of the field experiment. The system evolution at different time instants tk is reported. Solid
and dashed white lines are used to indicate the position of “UAV1” and “UAV2”, respectively. Power towers and
cables are virtualized in the frames to better clarify the scenario. Targets regions, refilling stations, and UAVs’
initial positions are depicted using blue, green, and magenta squares, respectively. Red spheres show the already
visited regions at each snapshot.

6 Conclusions
This paper has presented a motion planning framework for encoding bird diverter installation missions
for a team of multirotors endowed with payload capacity limitations and dynamic constraints. The proposed
method uses STL specifications to generate dynamically feasible trajectories that comply with mission
specifications, including safety and mission time requirements. The work extended a previous authors’
motion planner [29] by proposing a way to tackle the
nonlinear non-convex nature of the optimization problem towards the use of an MILP approach. Such an
approach runs over a simplification of the mission
specifications to provide a feasible initial guess solution for the STL framework to favor the convergence
of the algorithm. Furthermore, an event-triggered replanner and an energy-aware planner have been proposed to reply to UAV failures that may occur during
mission execution and to improve multirotor energy
savings in the installation process, respectively. Numerical simulations in MATLAB and Gazebo, in addition to field experiments, demonstrated the validity
of the proposed approach, proving its applicability in
real-world applications through the use of a mock-up
scenario.

Our numerical analysis showed that, by itself, the
simplified MILP solver is not sufficient for the purpose of the application. It serves as an initial guess
to ease the convergence of the complete STL planner, but this may end up with quite different solutions
with respect to the initial guess. Thanks to our hierarchical approach including both solvers, we are able to
tackle in an integrated optimization problem a richer
set of mission specifications and requirements than
others in the state-of-the-art, although this comes at
the expense of an increase in the computational complexity. Future work includes investigating methods to
relax this computational load and improve scalability by accounting for decentralized feedback control
laws based on time-varying control barrier functions.
In addition, we plan to investigate the use of conflicting temporal logic specifications and other types of
temporal logic languages to apply the framework for
dynamically changing environments.
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